Deriving from the imperative necessities for developing Sense and Avoid (SAA) capability of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), a newly designed flying targets detection algorithm is presented in this paper for enhancing the UAV environment perception ability. Since spatiotemporal context is crucial for insuring the effectiveness of flying targets detection, the algorithm is constructed on the basis of spatiotemporal context fusion. The algorithm proposed in this paper contains three parts, namely the spatial context extraction, temporal context extraction and spatiotemporal context fusion. 1) In order to extract spatial context, dense sampling method is firstly applied to obtain dense image grids, then spatial context is generated via pre-learned conditional random field (CRF) model using a layered structure: dense image patches, bottom feature descriptors, sparse codes, and predicted CRF labels. 2) In order to extract temporal context, the forward and back motion history image (FBMHI) is firstly computed for detecting motion cues, and the adaptive foreground and background isolation is further adopted for acquiring the temporal probability map. 3) The presence probability map of flying targets is finally obtained by spatiotemporal context fusion, and flying targets is therefore picked out by analyzing fused presence probability map. A set of videos containing different drone models are selected for evaluation, and the comparisons against other algorithms demonstrate superiority of the proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
The widespread use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) has imposed a great threaten to the National Aerospace System (NAS) [1] , [2] . In order to solve this issue, Air Traffic Control (ATC) agencies need to cooperate together to integrate various UAVs into NAS with required safety level. Sense and Avoid (SAA) ability of the UAVs is the key of the integration process [3] .
As shown in Fig.1 , SAA system typically comprises three major modules. The flying target detection module detects flying targets with potential risk by utilizing environment information obtained from airborne sensing devices. Then, the hazard analysis module obtains relative velocity and The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Bora Onat. position of the flying target, and outputs a hazard decision. Finally, potential hazard will be eliminated by re-planning flight trajectories. Therefore, the flying target detection serves as the basis for the whole SAA process.
The algorithms for flying targets detection may vary for different sensing devices, and the airborne sensing devices can be divided into two categories, namely non-cooperative and cooperative. The non-cooperative sensing equipment including Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) [4] , visual sensors [5] - [7] , and radar [8] can take effect without exchanging information with the same sensing equipment. While cooperative sensing equipment contains Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) [9] and Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) [10] , which have been widely installed for Detect and Avoid (DAA) systems on manned aircraft. Since the cooperative sensing devices can be effective only under the conditions that the intruder has been equipped with the same sensing devices, the application range would be greatly cut down.
Recently, as a non-cooperative sensing device, machine vision has become an up-and-coming solution for autonomous SAA and has attracted great attention for the following reasons: 1) The capability for non-cooperative detection;
2) The ability for achieving abundant information; 3) The small size, small weight and low power. But the work pattern of machine vision is totally passive and non-cooperative, the targets inside the visual information has to be picked out by artificially designed algorithms. Therefore, the flying target detection algorithm designed for machine vision based SAA is well worthy of research.
This paper mainly focuses on developing target detection algorithms for SAA. The motivation of this paper can be explained as: 1) Machine vision has great advantage for enhancing UAV environmental perception capabilities among SAA equipment. On the other hand, unlike cooperative sensing devices, the raw information obtained by machine vision does not contain target location, it is hard to pick out flying targets directly from images/videos. For this reason, flying target detection algorithm is essential for ensuring the effectiveness of vision based SAA system. 2) Algorithms designed for universal object detection are hard to be simply extended to SAA application scenario, the reasons can be explained as follows. Firstly, 3D moving space makes the trajectories and potential position of flying targets are hard to be predicted. Secondly, exterior variety of flying objects poses higher requirement on creating a more discriminative feature representation. Thirdly, the avoidance task requires the targets should be picked out as far as possible, which highly relies on analyzing temporal feature of flying targets.
Considering the difficulties for detecting flying targets, spatiotemporal context is demonstrated to be prerequisite for ensuring the effectiveness of SAA. The algorithm is therefore devised based on spatiotemporal context fusion. In order to extract temporal context, the forward and back motion history image (FBMHI) is firstly computed for detecting motion cues, and the adaptive foreground and background isolation is further adopted for acquiring temporal probability map. In order to extract spatial context, the dense sampling process is applied to the whole image, and then the spatial probability map is generated by a pre-trained conditional random field (CRF) model using a layered structure: dense image patches, bottom feature descriptors, sparse codes, and predicted CRF labels. The presence probability map of flying targets is finally obtained by spatiotemporal context fusion, and flying targets is therefore detected by means of the fused presence probability map.
It is worth noted that although both aerial target tracking and flying targets detection try to dig out the temporal information inside consecutive sequences, there exactly exist strong differences between these two subjects. The differences can be described as: 1) From the aspect of task accomplishment, the position of targets at initial frame for aerial target tracking should be given by detection algorithms or labelled artificially. However, the position of targets at initial frame for flying targets detection is totally unknown. 2) From the aspect of algorithm design, there generally exist four key components in visual tracking algorithms, namely target state initialization, appearance model construction, motion estimation and target localization. The appearance model is the key for visual tracking, which aims to realize the transformation from image space to feature space. Aerial target tracking mainly focuses on learning parameters during the online process, and the update of appearance model is the key for ensuring the effectiveness of visual tracking. However, the parameter learning process for flying targets detection is off-line, and the key is to picking out flying targets from single image/consecutive frames using pre-learned parameters. Apart from that, the algorithms designed for single flying targets detection and multi-targets detection may not have significant differences. However, there may exist huge difference between single target tracking and multi-targets tracking.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows. In Section I, the motivation of this paper is explained. In Section II, the difficulties and related works of flying targets detection are presented. In Section III, the algorithm for flying targets detection designed in this paper is introduced. In Section IV, a series of experiments are carried out to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm. The whole paper is concluded in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
The flying target detection is significantly different from conventional targets detection such as vehicle detection and pedestrian detection, as the difficulties of which contain 3D moving space, exterior variety and task driven detection. Therefore, existing object detection algorithms can not be directly extended to flying target detection. In subsection A, we introduce the three difficulties in detail. In subsection B, we introduce two classes of existing object detection algorithms, in particular, single image based approach and consecutive frames based approach, and explain their less efficiency for flying targets detection.
A. THE DIFFICULTIES OF FLYING TARGET DETECTION 1) 3D MOVING SPACE
The most salient issue brought about by 3D moving space is trails of flying target are unpredictable. In recent years, machine learning based motion prediction has been widely used for visual analysis of intelligent transportation, and the predicted motion will definitely speed up the detection process in future frames [11] , [12] . However, different from the surface-like moving of cars and person, the 3D motion of flying targets shown in Fig.2 is hard to predict. For this reason, the advanced motion prediction algorithms designed for cars and person detection are hard to be used for flying targets.
Apart from that, another issue triggered by 3D moving space is the spot that flying targets appear may be arbitrary. Horizon detection is effective for narrowing search space both in marine and ground targets detection [13] , [14] . In the aspects of flying targets detection, attempts have also been made to adopt sky segmentation to narrow searching space. However, these methods may fail under the circumstances that flying targets overlap the ground cover in the image. Consequently, the advantages of horizon detection are hard to be utilized [15] , [16] .
2) THE EXTERIOR VARIETY
The biggest challenge caused by exterior variety is intra-class variation. For instance, although there exist apparent varieties between rotary-wing and fixed-wing aerial vehicles, both these two categories ought to be picked out. In past few years, artificially designed features have all been attempted to solve a specific visual detection task. For instance, Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is effective for overcoming scale variation, while Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) is satisfactory for detecting central symmetric targets [17] . Although these artificially designed features have all been utilized for flying targets detection, the effectiveness of bottom features is hard to ensure when existing appearance and intra-class variation [18] , [19] . For this reason, a more discriminative visual feature should be acquired by means of feature learning methods to overcome these drawbacks.
3) THE TASK DRIVEN DETECTION
Different from general visual detection task, whose goal is picking out all the targets, flying target detection driven by avoidance task should detect all the targets with potential danger. Given a relative approaching velocity, flying targets designated as hazard may appear as low color contrast pattern with small pixel size [20] . In this case, the key for visual detection is apprehending spatiotemporal attributes of flying targets [21] . Therefore, temporal information should be further extracted in accordance with spatial information to fulfill visual detection.
B. BRIEF REVIEW FOR MOVING TARGETS VISUAL DETECTION 1) SINGE IMAGE BASED APPROACHES
Single image based methods accomplish visual detection by analyzing spatial information extracted from single frame. The main stream of single image based methods is foreground modelling, and this kind of methods generally comprises two parts: online detecting and offline training. The most widely used foreground modelling algorithms comprise Support Vector Machine (SVM), Deformable Part Model (DPM) and Adaboost, which are all designed on the basis of traditional machine learning theory. Different from classical algorithms, deep learning algorithms provided a brand new but effective way for visual detection recently. The most successful deep learning based target detection methods containing You Only Look Once (YOLO) [22] , Single Shot Multi-box Detector (SSD) [23] , and Mask RCNN [24] work best on large scale datasets, in which the targets are all sufficient clear and large. On the contrary, flying targets to be detected in this paper are all relatively small, and even human may feel hard to pick out the target from background without the help of motion cues.
Another important trend existing in single image based methods is saliency analysis, which mainly aims at modelling eye attention mechanism of primates [25] . The most widely used saliency analysis algorithms can be divided into two streams, namely data driven visual saliency and task driven visual saliency. Data driven saliency analysis methods aim at extracting fundamental attributes from raw image, for example spectral residual, topological connectivity and centersurround contrast [26] - [28] . The superiority of data driven saliency analysis is the exemption from prior knowledge, but the data driven nature makes the effect unsatisfactory when dealing with complex background. Different from data driven saliency, task driven saliency all derives from clear detection tasks. The utilization of prior knowledge makes it effective for picking out targets with complex background. In order to increase the robustness of task driven saliency analysis, context is essential for semantic understanding of surrounded regions. In recent years, CRF models have been demonstrated to be effective for modelling appearance context when dealing with target segmentation. Unlike previous research in which CRF weights are fused with pre-trained appearance models, in this paper, bottom feature descriptors and CRF weights are jointly optimized.
2) CONSECUTIVE FRAMES BASED APPROACHES
Consecutive frames based methods can be classified into three streams: background subtraction, frame subtraction and optical flow. Background subtraction works best under the condition that the camera is immobile [29] . Since the onboard camera is high dynamic, background subtraction can not be simply extended to the application in this paper. Frame subtraction fulfills visual detection task by means of subtracting adjacent frames, and moving targets inside the video can therefore be picked out by threshold segmentation [30] . Optical flow is particularly appropriate for applications that background and target have relative motion [31] . But the effectiveness of optical flow largely depends on flow quality, which tends to be low when targets are small and unclear. In general, motion based methods greatly rely on relative motion between background and target. Considering the general task of this paper, there may also exist other targets such as human and tree tops with relative motion in this paper. For this reason, only motion information extracted from consecutive frames is not effective for ensuring the success of the detection task.
III. ALGORITHM FOR FLYING TARGET DETECTION
Apprehending spatiotemporal attributes of flying targets is crucial for visual detection. For this reason, the algorithm for flying target detection comprises three sections: spatial context extraction, temporal context extraction and spatiotemporal context fusion.
A. ALGORITHM FOR EXTRACTING SPATIAL CONTEXT
Spatial context is defined as probabilistic correlation between each local image patch within the whole image. As shown in Fig.3 , in order to extract spatial context, the dense sampling process is applied to the whole image, and then the spatial probability map is generated by a pre-trained conditional random field (CRF) model using a layered structure: dense image patches, bottom feature descriptors, sparse codes, and predicted CRF labels.
1) THE LAYERED STRUCTURE FOR EXTRACTING SPATIAL CONTEXT
The prerequisite for carrying out the layered structure is decomposing the input image into dense patches, and represent input image by a four neighbor graph. Given an image containing flying targets with width M and height N shown in Fig.4 , the dense sampling process is executed by a sliding manner. The number NUM of the siding grid generated after the dense sampling process can be computed by (1), where w is the size of sliding window and s is the step of sliding window.
By means of dense sampling, a set of overlapping image patches X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m } are acquired. A label y i is designated to express the flying target presence state (y i = 1 for presence and y i = −1 for absence) of each patch x i ∈ R s . For this reason, a series of corresponding labels Y = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m } indicating target presence and absence is obtained after this process, and correlation between X and Y is modelled by p(Y |X ). However, by inferring the state of label from a local patch, spatial context will get lost. In order to get spatial context involved, a 4-neighbor undirected graph G =< V , E > illustrated in Fig.4 (b) is established. Where the nodes union V denotes the set of image patches, and the edge union E denotes the set of edges connecting neighboring patches.
As presented in Fig.3 , for acquiring bottom representation of local patches, HOG descriptors H = {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h m } (where h i ∈ R p ) of each local patch are firstly extracted. After that, for obtaining a more discriminative feature representation, sparse descriptors C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c m } (where c i ∈ R k ) are extracted by utilizing a pre-learned dictionary D ∈ R p×k . The coding function can be expressed as (2) . The parameter 0 < λ < 1 is the penalty factor which maintains the balance between the sparsity of vector c and the reconstruction effort.
The larger the λ is, the more sparsity the vector c will be.
Suppose the probabilistic character of label Y satisfy Markov process, a image patch based CRF can be modelled as (3) . Where ω is weight,E(C, Y , ω) is the energy function and Z is partition function. Since dictionary D is significant during the sparse coding process, CRF not only depends on ω but also the dictionary. Therefore, the weight and dictionary have to be jointly learned.
It is noteworthy that energy function E(C, Y , ω) comprises node term and edge term. Node term is measured by (4), where edge term is measured by (5) . Where ω = [ω 1 , ω 2 ] is the CRF weights, and energy function E(C, Y , ω) can therefore be formulated as (6) .
After the joint learning process of weight ω = [ω 1 , ω 2 ] and dictionary D, target presence probability of each node i ∈ V could be computed throughout the whole graph via message passing. The computation of message passing can be expressed as (7) , where j = 1, 2, 3, 4 indicate four neighbors of each node i.
For this reason, once the crucial parameters including weightω and dictionaryD are optimized, the spatial context probability of flying target can be easily computed. The spatial context probability p S i for each local patch i can be normalized by (8) . After the normalization, spatial context probability of the whole image can be expressed as
2) PARAMETER LEARNING Given a set of training samples X = {X (1) , X (2) , . . . , X (K ) } with corresponding ground truth labels Y = {y (1) , y (2) , . . . , y (K ) }, the aim of parameter learning is to find the optimal DictionaryD and CRF weightω which maximize joint likelihood probability of ground truth labels. As the probability function (3) is monotone decreasing, the energy of ground truth labels y (k) should be lower than any other labels y by a max margin (y, y (k) ), and the function can be formulated as (9) . In this paper, the max margin function is defined as (10) , where δ is an indicator equaling to one when y i and y
The most violated label can be solved by (11) . The targetive function for Dictionary D and CRF weight ω joint learning can therefore be formulated as (12) , and γ is the variable controlling the regularization of ω. The optimization problem stated in (12) is convex, and can be effectively solved by stochastic gradient descent algorithm. The iterative training process will be repeated until the parameters unchanged within a tolerance.
min ω,D γ 2
B. ALGORITHM FOR EXTRACTING TEMPORAL CONTEXT
Temporal context is defined as the probabilistic correlation between each frame. In order to extract temporal context, the inter-frame information is analyzed, and the target presence probability at each frame is finally acquired. As shown in Fig.5 , motion cues are extracted by estimating FBMHI, and temporal context probability is further computed by adaptive threshold selection.
1) THE COMPUTATION OF FBMHI
The key for computing FBMHI is modelling background motion. Given consecutive frames I (τ +1) and I (τ ), classical KLT algorithm is firstly adopted to estimate the matching feature points, and the RANSAC algorithm is further adopted to eliminate the mismatching points of KLT. The remaining feature points will be used to obtain the homography matrix M τ +1 τ , which is the estimated background motion between I (τ + 1) and I (τ ).
Classical motion image computation methods are simply subtracting two consecutive frames, which are effective for picking out high speed moving targets. However, when dealing with low speed moving flying targets (for example when the target is hovering), the performance is not satisfactory. In order to make up for this deficiency, as shown in Fig.5 , both forward motion image and back motion image are computed. Forward motion image mainly characterize the motion in the future, while back motion image mainly characterize the motion in the past. Background motion compensation from frame I (τ ∓ (N − 1)) to frame I (τ ) is computed by (13) , and I (τ ∓(N −1)) is the compensated frame. M τ τ ∓(N −1) in (13) is estimated by (14) and (15) . Both forward motion image and back motion image are computed by subtracting the compensated history frame from the current frame. As shown in (16) , plus represents back subtraction, and the motion image D B (τ ) will be obtained. While minus represents forward subtraction, and forward motion image D F (τ ) will be obtained.
Computation of forward motion history image H F (τ ) can be expressed as (17) . Where d = 255/L is decaying item, L is recursion layers of forward motion image, and µ is pre-set threshold. Similar with forward motion history image, the computation for back motion history image can be expressed as (18) . The acquired forward motion history image and back motion history image are thus synthesized via (19) , where blur is for smooth processing, and min is for wake flows elimination.
2) THE ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD SELECTION FOR FOREGROUND AND BACKGROUND ISOLATION
Since the high and low gray level regions within FBMHI may be alternating, classical single threshold selection method may not be effective for extracting temporal context. For this reason, a double threshold adaptive selection method is designed in this paper to further isolate background from foreground. Suppose within each FBMHI, there exist gray levels [0, 1, . . . , U −1]. In each gray level i, there exist n i pixels, and the total number of pixels is N = n 0 + n 1 +, . . . , +n U −1 . The gray levels of FBMHI after normalization can be formulated as (20) .
Given two thresholds k 1 , k 2 (0 ≤ k 1 < k 2 < L − 1), gray levels inside FBMHI can be transformed into three gray level categories G 0 , G 1 , G 2 . Pixel number distribution, probability and mean value of each category are formulated as (21) , (22) and (23) respectively. Where ω(k 1 ) and ω(k 2 ) are zero-order accumulated value,µ(k 1 ) and µ(k 2 ) are one-order accumulated value, and µ AVE is overall mean value.
Since ω 0 + ω 1 + ω 2 = 1, ω 0 µ 0 + ω 1 µ 1 + ω 2 µ 2 = µ AVE , interclass variance can be transformed into (24) . The double thresholds k * 1 and k * 2 as shown in (25) that maximize interclass variance are double thresholds to be solved, and k * 1 is the optimal threshold selected to isolate foreground.
C. FLYING TARGET DETECTION VIA SPATIOTEMPORAL CONTEXT FUSION
For evaluating target presence probability, the separately extracted spatial context and temporal context have to be fused. As formulated in (26) , the spatiotemporal context P ST is formulated as Hadamard product of spatial context P S and temporal context P T .
Flying target detection scheme via spatiotemporal context fusion can be concluded as Fig.6 . Spatiotemporal context are separately extracted from videos containing flying targets, and both the two contexts are further fused to acquire spatiotemporal context probability map. By analyzing the fused information via sliding window and non-maximum suppression, the detection results are finally acquired.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS A. THE DATASET FOR ALGORITHM EVALUATION
Since the specific task of flying target detection has not yet obtained sufficient concern in image processing community, no benchmarks have ever been built for evaluation. For this reason, our research group built a dataset containing UAVs with complex background. The roles and versions of the UAVs selected for constructing the datasets are shown in Fig.7 (a) . The UAV dataset has been uploaded to https://1drv.ms/u/s!AigFjoV3KMgIaWDVEkx4vbZc5Yk.
As presented in Fig.7 (b), altogether 9 videos containing different weather condition and different UAVs are selected for evaluation, and the bounding box with blue color is the ground truth. It is notable that even human may fail to pick out flying targets in some extreme conditions. The crucial parameters of the selected datasets are presented in Table 1 .
B. EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS
Since parameter selection is crucial for practical application, this section focuses on achieving a good model for the datasets built in this paper. However, the optimal value of model parameters may vary due to the change of application scenarios. When the algorithm is applied to other datasets, the model parameters defined in this paper can be treat as the initial value for the parameter learning process presented in ''parameter learning'', and this operation is similar as the fine-tune process wildly used for optimizing deep learning models.
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm more effectively, the precision-recall curve is adopted to measure the performance of the algorithm under different conditions. In this paper, the precision and recall are defined as (27) and (28) respectively. True Positive (TP) represents the correctly detected flying objects, False Positive (FP) represents the falsely detected flying objects, and False Negative (FN) represents the missing results of flying objects. The Intersection Over Union (IOU) defined as (29) is selected as the threshold function, where DR is the Detection Result and GT is the Ground Truth. If IOU between the detected bounding box and the ground truth outperforms the pre-set threshold, the detected result will be recognized as effective. 
1) EVALUATION OF SPATIAL CONTEXT EXTRACTION
During spatial context extraction, dictionary size k, the grid size w and the sliding step s may influence the effect of the algorithm. Therefore, the parameters mentioned above are all discussed in this section. As for dictionary size k, if the dictionary size is too large, the computation burden for feature prediction will be too huge. Conversely, if the dictionary size is too small, the feature vectors will lose discriminant power.
In this paper, the parameter setting for analyzing the dictionary size k is: the dictionary size k = 128, 256, 512, the grid size w = 48, and the sliding step s = 12.
The heat maps of spatial context with different k for video 1-6 are presented in Fig.8 , and the area of the heat map will narrow with the increasing of k. The precision-recall curves are shown in Fig.9 . In most case (except Video 5), spatial context extraction works best when k = 128. In order to obtain a balance between the heat map size and the overall performance, k = 256 is an appropriate value in this paper.
As for grid size w and the sliding step s, if these two parameters are too large, the localization will be too coarse and the detected bounding box will expand. However, if these two parameters are too small, the extracted image cells are hard to capture the context information of the flying object, and the effect for spatial context information may be unsatisfactory.
The parameter setting for analyzing the grid size w and the sliding step s is: k = 256, w = 32 s = 8, w = 48 s = 12, and w = 64 s = 16.
The heat maps of spatial context with grid size w and step s for video 1-6 are presented in Fig.10 , and the area of the heat map will enlarge with the increasing of w and s. The precision-recall curves are presented in Fig.11 . In all test videos, spatial context extraction works best when w = 64 s = 16. In order to obtain a balance between the heat map size and the overall performance, w = 48 s = 12 is an appropriate value in this paper. 
2) EVALUATION OF TEMPORAL CONTEXT EXTRACTION
During temporal context extraction, the recursion layers L, and the number of images used for generating the motion image N may influence the effect of the algorithm. Therefore, both L and N are discussed in this section. The parameter setting for analyzing the influence of L is: N = 3, L = 3, 5, 7, 10.
Intuitively, the larger L and N are, the more temporal context information will be extracted. However, if L and N are too large, the relative background motion may disturb with the foreground motion, and cause bad results. For this reason, the selection of L and N are crucial.
The temporal context with different L for video 7-9 are presented in Fig.12 , and the width of wake flow will broaden with the increasing of L. In order to extract the contour of flying target precisely, L = 3 is an appropriate value in this paper. The parameter setting for analyzing the influence of N is: L = 3, N = 3, 5, 6, 9. The temporal context with different N for video 7-9 are presented in Fig.13 , and the length of tailing will increase with the increasing of N . In order to extract the contour of flying target precisely, N = 3 is an appropriate value in this paper.
3) EVALUATION FOR SPATIOTEMPORAL CONTEXT FUSION BASED FLYING TARGET DETECTION
Detection Rates for video 1-6 are concluded in Fig.14, the overall detection rate is above 85%, representing the effectiveness of the algorithm designed in this paper. Some typical misdetection results are shown in Fig.15 , in which the fast moving cars, football players and runners are detected as the flying target. The reason for misdetection is high-speed motion within image regions may cause strong temporal context, and the spatiotemporal context may in turn increase.
C. COMPARISON EXPERIMENTS 1) COMPARISON WITH DATA DRIVEN VISUAL SALIENCY
Since spatiotemporal context probability map obtained in this paper is similar with visual saliency maps, the algorithm proposed in this paper can be compared with other saliency analysis algorithms. Altogether three visual saliency algorithms containing Graph Based Visual Saliency (GBVS) [26] , center-surround contrast based visual saliency [27] and spectral residual based visual saliency [28] are selected to be compared with spatiotemporal context analysis algorithm, and the comparison are listed in Fig.16 . The comparison results reveal these data-driven visual saliency algorithms are not suitable for picking out flying targets from complex background.
2) COMPARISON WITH OTHER FLYING TARGET DETECTION METHOD
Since the research topic in [20] is strongly related to the problem to be solved this paper, a series of comparison experiments are also carried out to evaluate the performance between these two algorithms. The reason for the selection of [20] as the comparison algorithm can be concluded as follows. 1) In the aspect of application background, both [20] and this paper focus on dealing with vision based SAA. 2) In the aspect of algorithm design, both the two algorithms utilizes temporal information to facilitate flying targets detection. The detection results and precision-recall curves are presented in Fig.17 and Fig.18 respectively.
V. CONCLUSION
For increasing perception ability of vision based SAA, a novel algorithm is designed for flying target detection. The contribution of this paper comprises three parts.
1) The widely used visual detection algorithms are based on spatial domain, and the consequent problem is the spatiotemporal context can hardly be analyzed. However, the spatiotemporal context is critical for picking out flying targets from videos. Therefore, the algorithm is constructed by means of spatiotemporal context fusion.
2) The comparison experiments reveal spatiotemporal context fusion based visual detection is more suitable for picking out flying targets than other data-driven saliency analysis methods. For this reason, the spatiotemporal context analysis can also be deemed as a specific task driven visual saliency.
3) Since the specific task of flying target detection has not yet obtained sufficient concern in image processing community, no benchmarks have ever been built for experiments. For this reason, a synthetic labeled dataset containing different UAVs is constructed, and can be used for further research in vision based SAA.
Although the effectiveness of the algorithm presented in this paper has been verified, there still exist a few problems to be solved. Consequently, for future work, the researches to be carried out can be concluded as follows.
1) From the aspect of algorithm design, the research in this paper mainly focuses on designing the detection algorithm. In the future, the detection algorithm should be jointly performed with other environment perception algorithms including flying targets tracking, pose and position estimation. The flying target detection module may provide the initial position flying target, and the upcoming modules may provide more information containing velocity and line-of-sight angles. Once the module is switched to aerial target tracking, the computation burden may greatly cut down. The closedloop experiment can evaluate the algorithms more effectively.
2) From the aspect of engineering realization, the algorithm tested in PC platform in this paper should be transplanted to onboard embedded platforms. The computation burden can be relieved by means of software and hardware collaborative acceleration. And the real-flight test can further evaluate the application capability of the proposed algorithm.
3) In future work, when the detection module is jointly performed with other modules such as target tracking, more advanced statistical methods including center location error (CLE), tracking success rate (TSR) curve and overlap score (OS) will be adopted for evaluation.
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